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Paper formatting guidelines


Please send your paper as a .doc, .docx or .pdf file.



All the submissions should be in the English language.



Please ensure that the title of the submitted paper is both clear and explanatory.



Full name, affiliation and contact information should be mentioned for all authors of the paper
(please refer to the example below).



Please include an abstract of not more than 250 words to summarise the background and results
of the research.



Please provide approximately 5 keywords and JEL classification number(s) that best characterise
your paper.



Preferable length of papers is 25 - 50 pages.



The author(s) should make sure that complete bibliographic information is provided for all cited
references and that there are no such items in the list of bibliography that have not been referred
to in the paper.



Please provide English language translations for all titles in the list of references the original
language of which is not English.



Please note that language editing and formatting of the paper is the responsibility of the author(s).



Please make sure that all tables, figures and formulas are included in the text (preferably in an
editable version) and not sent separately.



Paper formatting instructions are provided below. As regards the overall style of the paper, we
recommend authors to follow the APA Style (please refer to http://apastyle.apa.org and
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01).



Paper size: A4



Margins:

2.5 cm left, right, top and bottom



Font:

Times New Roman



Font size:

Text 12 pt, title 18 pt, section headings 14 pt,
sub-section headings 12 pt, references 12 pt, tables 10-12 pt



Title:

in Title Case, left aligned



Author information (separately for every author)



Section headings and subsection headings, headings of tables and figures:
in Title Case; left aligned; numbered



Line spacing:

Double



Text alignment:

Justified
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Paragraphs:

No space between paragraphs
First line of paragraph indented (1.25 cm) starting from the second paragraph
of each section
Empty line after each section, section heading, subsection, subsection
heading, table and figure



Tables and Figures to be included in the main text



Sources and Notes to Tables and Figures: Left aligned; Italic



Notes:



Style of references in the text:



Style of the list of references:

As footnotes; referred to with Arabic numbers in the text
Smith (2002), Black et al. (2009), Apple and Plum (2010)
or (Smith, 2002; Black et al., 2009; Apple and Plum, 2010)

Smith, A. 2008. Convergence. Journal of Theory, Vol. 43, No. 55, pp. 125-143.
Smith, A., Black, B. and Mango, M.L. 2008. Convergence. In: B.C. Oyster (Ed.). About
Something, pp. 234-298. London: Springer.
Smith, A. and Apple, B.C. 2002. Convergence. London: Publishers.
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